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From the Desk of the President
Noah Reichblum ‘15
Greetings from the Cheese Lodge!
Another year has passed at Alpha Chi Alpha and the
house remains strong. As Dartmouth College, and its
Greek system, has come to attract national attention,
AXA continues to evolve while maintaining the
values central to the brotherhood experience.
In 2013-2014, AXA was recognized by the College
for its Accountability Programs. In addition, AXA
won the Brotherhood Program Award and finished
in the top tier of Dartmouth’s Achieving Excellence
in Standards Program, which evaluates a chapter’s
strength and viability in nine different areas.
This past April, President Hanlon launched “A Call
to Action” to end high-risk and harmful behaviors.
While a steering committee will announce
recommendations to the Board of Trustees next
October, administrators spent spring term soliciting
ideas from all corners of campus. As both a
fraternity and a tight-knit community, AXA has
committed itself to halting dangerous behaviors and
fostering a welcoming environment for both brothers
and guests.
While AXA continues to grow, we have strived to
maintain central elements of the brotherhood
experience. Social events such as Beach Party and
Pigstick always attract the majority of campus to the
Magic Cottage. Brother-only gatherings—including
Tuesday night Nachos, Wednesday Meetings and
daily volleyball games—remain staples of brothers’
weeks. We recently installed a series of chalices
dating back to the early 1990’s in The Ryerson and
put the finishing touches on our backyard with a new
brick grill, volleyball court, and back porch.

Some of Alpha Chi’s Seniors enjoy a hike

I have never been more proud to call AXA my
home. With 81 brothers, AXA is well-positioned to
succeed and grow over the next 12 months—the
house will welcome a new pledge class, the Alumni
Board will hold preliminary meetings, and the
Executive Board will establish an endowment or
similarly long-term, financial instrument. In both
measurable and immeasurable ways, AXA continues
to thrive as the tightest brotherhood at Dartmouth.
I look forward to welcoming you back to AXA upon
your next visit, and best wishes for the upcoming
year.
Fidelis et Suavis,
Noah
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Officers
Noah Reichblum, President
Stephen Malina, Vice President
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Brotherhood
Update
Senior Class
Although it’s bittersweet, it’s time to say goodbye to the ‘14s. Their three years as members of the house have
been powerful both for the impact they have had on the current brotherhood and the future. On a positive, below
we present all of their wonderful post-graduation plans:
Andrew Roberts will be working as a Client Management Associate at Charles River Development in Boston,
MA. (andrew.alt.roberts@gmail.com)
Karl Schutz will be working in Business Development at Visual.ly in San Francisco, CA.
(karl.t.schutz@gmail.com)
Ittai Eres will be studying for a Ph.D. in Biology at the University of Chicago. (ittai.eres@gmail.com)
Yufan Lin will be working as an Analyst for CBPartners
Pharmaceutical Management Consulting in New York City.
(fanlin17@gmail.com)
Evan Curhan will be working in Management in Training at
Hillstone
Restaurant
Group
in
East
Hampton,
NY.
(evan.j.curhan@gmail.com)
Michael Zhu will be pursuing a Ph.D. in Biological Chemistry at
University of Colorado-Boulder.
(Michael.Q.Zhu@gmail.com)
Paul Hogan will be back at Dartmouth pursuing a B.E at the Thayer
School. (paul.hogan2292@gmail.com)
Chris Gibson will be working in Private Equity Consulting (IGS) in
Boston, MA. (chggib@gmail.com)
Jay Dumanian will be working in Healthcare Consulting in San Francisco, CA. (jaydumanian@gmail.com)
Donald Casler will be consulting at Alvarez and Marshal Inc. in New York City. (caslerdon@gmail.com)
Ross Brown will be working as a Federal Analyst at Deloitte in Washington, DC. (rossbrown22@gmail.com).
Matthew McNierney will be working as a Software Engineer at Square in San Francisco, CA.
(mmcnierney14@gmail.com)
Bobby Esnard will be in the Associates Program at The Capital Group in Los Angeles, CA.
(Bobby.Esnard@gmail.com)
Matthew Wefer will be campaigning for the 2016 Olympics in Sailing in Miami, FL. (matthew@wefer.net)
Steve Beal will be working with Growth5 Venture Capital in Southern NH. (stevewbeal@gmail.com)
Nate Lewin will be back at Dartmouth pursuing a B.E at the Thayer School (nate.lewin92@gmail.com)
Seth Brown recently got married and hopes to work in Financial or Biotech Consulting in Richmond, VA.
(sabrown133@gmail.com)
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We’d also like to congratulate all of the Seniors for their exemplary achievements at Dartmouth. Below we
present a sample of these achievements:
Ruth and Loring Holmes Dodd Drama Prize: Bobby Esnard
Philanthropic all-American Rush Award: Sam Broer
Klinger Intercollegiate Trophy: Matthew Wefer
RWIT Leadership Award: Karl Schutz
Phi Beta Kappa: Ross Brown
Magna Cum Laude: Ross Brown, Paul Hogan
Cum Laude: Steve Beal, Jay Dumanian, Donald Casler, Ittai Eres, Bobby Esnard, Graham Holt, Andrew
Roberts, Karl Schutz, Troup Wood, Alex Wolf
High Honors for their major: Donald Casler, Ittai Eres, Jay Dumanian, Karl Schutz, Graham Holt, Troup
Wood

Officer Reports
Service
Karl Schutz ‘14
This past year marked another service-filled year
for the brothers of Alpha Chi Alpha. Last Spring,
we put together a Relay for Life team, walking to
raise awareness about cancer prevention. We raised
a lot of money for cancer research, and after the
relay itself we ended up winning an award for
“Most Miles Walked” out of all the other Greek
organizations. In the Fall, about 40 brothers dressed
up in superhero costumes for the 2013 Chad 5k run,
benefiting the children’s hospital at the DartmouthHitchcock Medical Center. Our biggest service
event of the year took place in the Winter, where
we hosted the 2nd annual SausageFest at the
Magical Green Cottage. SausageFest is a
fundraising event where students come by the house
and eat sausages, drink root beer, and listen to a
Cappella. This year’s event ran from 2 to 3 p.m. on
Saturday and brought in about 75 attendees. We
went through over 100 sausages, and the
performances from three of Dartmouth’s all-male a

Brothers prepare for the Chad 5k run
Cappella groups—the Aires, Cords, and
Brovertones—were a big hit. While everyone loved
the sausages and a Cappella performances, the
focus of Sausage Fest this year was to raise
awareness and funds for the Petit Family
Foundation, a nonprofit run by Alpha Chi alum
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William Petit ‘78. We hope that SausageFest
becomes a yearly service event for Alpha Chi
Alpha. Going forward, I am looking forward to

handing off the reign to my successor, William Zhu
‘15, who I know will have great things to report in
the year to come.

Vice President
Stephen Malina’15
As the Class of 2014 graduates and goes on
to even more amazing things and the reins are
handed over to the class of 2015, we’d like to talk
briefly about alumni involvement in Alpha Chi.
In the past 12 months, we’ve been delighted
to see alumni getting even more involved in the
house. Seeing alumni at Homecoming, Winter
Carnival, and Pigstick is always a treat. Alumni are
and will always be welcomed with open arms back
to the Magic Green Cottage. Your presence and
stories adds a sense of longevity to the house that
would be sorely missed otherwise.
Over the past few months, we have been
working to formalize and establish the Alumni
Advisory Board we mentioned in last year’s
newsletter. More than anything, we believe the

establishment of the Alpha Chi Alumni Advisory
Board will add a level of institutional memory that
we have never had before and provide the current
membership with consistent access to the collective
wisdom of our alumni base. We expect to announce
more formal details about the membership and
structure of the Board soon.
Last, please don’t hesitate to contact me in
regards to contributing, recent news regarding
Dartmouth’s steering committee, or just to
reminisce about your experiences.

House Manager
Paul Hogan ‘14
The past year has seen the physical plant and yard
of Alpha Chi come along in a big way. We’ve seen
several projects carried through to completion, with
a few others still in the works.
For those of you who are unaware, the construction
of Kappa Delta sorority took a huge chunk out of
what was formerly the best backyard on campus.
Although the new KD is likely the biggest Greek
house on campus, despite only containing 23
singles, we have not let it dampen our spirits for the
yard scene.
Despite our best efforts, the new back porch is still
standing (for the most part) after Pigstick and a
Spring of raging out of doors. Fideli have enjoyed
numerous cigar and whiskey events put on by our
programming and social chairs. The volleyball
court has seen use on virtually every sunny
afternoon this spring. Construction on a new brick
charcoal grill for the backyard was just completed,
and now features “AXA – est. 1963” cut into the
grilling surface for that custom pattern for steaks.

Thanks in large part to the efforts of the new
houseman John Conley ’15 and numerous other
brothers, we have built a new bar in the basement
outside the entrance to the mung. We hope that it
will reduce the congestion and awkward standing
room about the old bar. A use for the old bar’s
space has yet to be determined, but there have been
ideas floated ranging from “dice arena” to “barquarium” (a bar that doubles as an aquarium).
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Social
Andrew Roberts '14 and Don Casler '14
The 2013-2014 year was another great one for the
Alpha Chi social scene. One of the biggest changes
this year was an enhanced emphasis on risk
management. With this effort, the house managed
to avoid getting into any sort of trouble with the
College for the first time in three years. As of
writing, we have almost completed six straight
terms without an infraction! The basement has also
benefitted from the new bar built this term, which
has added a new twist to our classic scene.
In the fall, the brotherhood had a slew of successful
tails events and a big concert during the weekend
before rush to get prospective new members excited
to join the house. We hosted up-and-coming rapper
CheddaSK and "trap" producer Mystress at an event
we called "Big Party." The '16s joining the house
Will Baird ’15 getting a bird’s eye view of
Pigstick

Brothers getting together for the annual Beach
Party
meant that a whole new group of sophomores began
to hang out. This helped compensate for the lack of
freshmen due to the new GLC policy that barred
freshmen from entering Greek houses until six
weeks after Homecoming. We had a fun formal at
Tupelo Music Hall in White River Junction to
conclude the term.

This winter, everyone was excited to return to the
Chi after the six-week winter break. Beach Party
was the highlight of the term for most brothers,
which featured a performance by Boston cover
band Big Party Orchestra. The front room was
packed with people, lines for pong were long in the
basement, and, like always, sand got everywhere.
AXA's own cover band — "Burn the Barn," formed
this past summer by Tom Pears '15, John Cofer '15,
Phil Larie '15, and Sam Farid '15 — provided an
excellent opening act. The guys would like us to
advertise that they are available for hire! Other
highlights of the term included an "A is for..." semi
with AZD and a formal at EBA's.
Spring term, as you all know, is synonymous with
one word: Pigstick. Last year's band, Hypercane,
came back up for the show, and Burn the Barn
opened for them. Beer was flowing and the
backyard looked like it could not fit another person.
It was great having many alumni return to the Chi
for the event, with many young alums making the
trek up from New York and Boston. We also hosted
a Battle of the Bands-style event featuring Burn the
Barn and two other campus bands in April. With
graduation right around the corner for the '14s and
every brother on campus but one, the Chi was a
party five nights a week!
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All in all, there's never been a better time to be an
Alpha Chi. The usual events like room-to-room tails
on big weekends, the biweekly "So Happy It's

Thursday" party, and tails continue to be well
attended. The basement has been a great place to
spend our senior year, and we are excited to see
how the '15s will continue to build up this scene!
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Alumni Outreach and Capital Campaign
First and foremost, we would like to thank all the alumni who have contributed to Alpha Chi over the
past year. The Chi has undergone a number of remarkable improvements over the last year that wouldn't have
been possible without alumni funds. Yearbook pictures have been framed and now line the tube room walls.
Brothers constructed a new bar in the basement. And while we saw the backyard re-shaped by the College, we
have greatly improved the space by building a new in-ground grill and furnishing the new deck. We of course
continue to put on house events that bring brothers together, whether it be as small as Tuesday Night Nachos or
as enormous as Pigstick. The reality is that the generous support of alumni enables us to keep the physical plant
and the brotherhood strong.
We also strive to move Alpha Chi to a position where dues never serve as a deterrent to anyone joining
the house or participating fully within it. Every term, house dues for active brothers are $300 dollars. This
amount does not include social money which brothers are also responsible for paying. To the end of helping
relieve this burden for brothers, Alpha Chi has for a few years now maintained a scholarship fund to be spent
termly. We are happy to say that we have expanded the fund to $700 a term- however there is still need from
brothers that goes unmet. We hope to be able to fill that gap through capital campaign donations.
Our objectives are to grow the scholarship fund, to continue to institute valuable house improvements,
and to keep the brotherhood the strongest on campus. Capital campaign funds will go directly to helping achieve
these goals we have as a house. Donations, no matter what size, can make a tremendous difference- $40 funds
Tuesday Night Nachos, $100 pays for our improved bi-weekly house dinners, and $300 covers three house
scholarships or most house improvement projects. Any contribution is greatly appreciated.

David Wylie ’15, Treasurer
David.A.Wylie.15@Dartmouth.edu

Donations can be made by credit card at
http://www.AlphaChiAlpha.org, or sent by mail to:
Alpha Chi Alpha
Hinman Box 5201
Dartmouth College
Hanover, NH 03755
If you would like to specify how your donation is
spent, whether it should be put towards scholarships,
house improvement, social or brotherhood events, let
us know by making a note when you donate.

